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Unsupervised Stream-Weights Computation in
Classification and Recognition Tasks
Eduardo Sánchez-Soto, Alexandros Potamianos, Member, IEEE, and Khalid Daoudi, Member, IEEE
Abstract—In this paper, we provide theoretical results on the
problem of optimal stream weight selection for the two stream clas-
sification problem. It is shown that in the presence of estimation or
modeling errors using stream weights can decrease the total clas-
sification error. Specifically, we show that stream weights should
be selected to be proportional to the feature stream reliability and
informativeness. Next, we turn our attention to the problem of un-
supervised stream weights computation in real tasks. Based on the
theoretical results we propose to use models and “anti-models”
(class-specific background models) to estimate stream weights. A
nonlinear function of the ratio of the inter- to intra-class distance
is proposed for stream weight estimation. The resulting unsuper-
vised stream weight estimation algorithm is evaluated on both ar-
tificial data and on the problem of audiovisual speech classifica-
tion. Finally, the proposed algorithm is extended to the problem of
audiovisual speech recognition. It is shown that the proposed al-
gorithms achieve results comparable to the supervised minimum-
error training approach for classification tasks under most testing
conditions.
Index Terms—Decision fusion, multistream weights estimation,
robust speech recognition.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE problem of fusion or combination of various informa-tion sources is central to the machine learning community,
especially, for signal processing and pattern recognition appli-
cations where a variety of features are available to the classi-
fier. For example, for automatic speech recognition (ASR) and
audiovisual speech recognition (AV-ASR) applications, the op-
timal combination of features extracted from the audio or vi-
sual data at different time scales is an open research problem.
Features or information sources are often combined in a sta-
tistical pattern recognition framework using the notion of “fea-
ture streams.” A fundamental assumption behind streams is that
the information sources/features are independent of each other
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and thus the probability distribution functions (pdfs) of the two
streams can be multiplied to obtain the joint observation pdf. Al-
though this approach is theoretically sound because it minimizes
the Bayes error, in the real world the independence assumption
rarely holds. In addition, estimation and modeling errors fur-
ther complicate the problem. It turns out that in the presence of
estimation or modeling errors using the joint feature distribu-
tion in the Bayes classifier is suboptimal even for independent
feature streams, i.e., although the Bayes error is minimized the
total classification error (including errors due to poor estima-
tion/modeling) might not be minimal. A practical solution to
this problem is to use “stream weights” (exponents weighting
the contribution of each stream pdf) in order to reduce the total
classification error. Although these weights can be optimally
computed in a supervised training setting using a minimum error
criterion, the computation of the optimal weights in an unsuper-
vised setting is still an open research problem.
The performance of speech recognition systems has im-
proved significantly in the past decade. However, speech
recognition in adverse or “mismatched” conditions is a hard
problem, e.g., speech recognition in noise using acoustic
models trained in “clean” conditions. As the signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) decreases, additional sources of information, e.g.,
visual information or noise-robust features, can be used to
avoid performance loss. Such features are often combined
with traditional Mel-frequency cepstrum coefficients (MFCCs)
audio features using an information fusion method. Examples
of information fusion methods that have been employed for
speech processing applications can be found in the literature
starting from early work on the combination of MFCCs with
their first and second discrete time derivatives. Another example
of a system that combines features with different reliabilities
is the work on multiband ASR [1], where features extracted
from certain frequency bands might be more (or less) affected
by noise. In [2], features such as rate-of-speech (ROS) and
fundamental frequency are used as auxiliary information for
ASR. There is also much work in the area of audiovisual speech
recognition where audio and visual features are fused; see for
example [3]. Visual features have provided consistent ASR
performance improvement especially in noisy or mismatched
recording conditions.
The selected fusion strategy is characterized by the stage at
which the information obtained from the different “modalities”
is merged. The simplest approach is to fuse at the feature level.
This technique, called early integration (EI), concatenates
the features into a single feature vector before classification
is performed [4], [5]. Feature selection or feature reduction
algorithms, e.g., linear discriminant analysis (LDA), are often
applied to reduce the dimension of and the dependencies within
1558-7916/$25.00 © 2009 IEEE
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the feature vector for EI. Another approach is to perform
integration at the decision level. In this approach, called late
integration (LI), the classifier scores are combined assuming
independence among the information sources. An important
detail here is at which “level” the scores are combined, i.e.,
at the frame, word [6], [7] or utterance [5] level. A third ap-
proach, called middle integration (MI), allows the recognition
system to define specific word or sub-word models and permits
synchronous continuous speech recognition [8].
As discussed above, late and middle integration schemes
may be suboptimal, both because the stream independence
assumption rarely holds and because of the existence of es-
timation/modeling errors. In such cases, feature streams with
higher reliability in the estimation process or informativeness
(for the classification task) should be weighted more in the
decision process in order to maximize performance. Therefore,
a mechanism for weighting the stream contribution in the final
decision is needed. Algorithms for computing exponential
stream weights can be either supervised, i.e., assume that the
speech transcription is known, or unsupervised. Unsupervised
algorithms are especially relevant for mismatched training
and testing conditions, or when the stream weights vary with
time. In [9], the author proposes to use the static and dynamic
features of the speech signal as two different streams, which are
weighted based on a maximum-likelihood training algorithm
under two different constraints. Given these constraints, the
author reestimates the parameters by maximizing the partial
Baum’s auxiliary expression as a function of the weights. In
[10]–[13], a generalized probabilistic descent (GPD) algorithm
is used to estimate the stream weights using a minimum error
classification criterion. Unsupervised algorithms often com-
pute the stream weights based on reliability estimates of the
environmental conditions, e.g., the SNR. In [14], the authors
propose to weight dynamically the modalities as a function of
the SNR and the phonetic content of the utterance. In [15], the
authors present a decision fusion approach for AV-ASR, where
the estimates of audio stream reliability and informativeness
are based on the degree of voicing present in the utterance. In
[7], it is assumed that the reliability and informativeness of each
stream has a direct relation with the difference of the probability
score among the first candidates produced by the recognizer.
A similar approach is presented in [16]. In [17], the stream
weights are estimated by minimizing the misclassification error
on a held-out data set. Three stream confidence measures are
investigated, namely the stream entropy, the -best likelihood
ratio average, and an -best stream likelihood dispersion
measure. Finally, in [18], stream weights are computed based
on likelihood value normalization; weights are selected to
maximize the difference between the -best likelihood scores.
In this paper, we investigate the problem of unsupervised
stream weight estimation with an application to audiovisual
speech recognition. First, the stream weight estimation problem
is posed as a probability of classification error minimization
problem based on our prior work in [19]. These theoretical
results are experimentally verified. Then, stream weights es-
timation algorithms based on the concept of “anti-models”
are proposed extending the work in [20]. Extensive evaluation
experiments are included that demonstrate the potential of
these unsupervised stream weight estimation algorithms for
classification and recognition problems. The contributions
of this paper are 1) extensions to the theoretical framework
of [19] and experimental verification of these results, and 2)
theoretically motivated unsupervised stream weight estimation
algorithms that extend the work of [20], along with detailed
experimentation for the problem of AV-ASR.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section II, the
theoretical underpinnings of the weighted multistream classifi-
cation are presented. These results are experimentally evaluated
in Section II-B. In Section III, an algorithm for estimating
stream weights in an unsupervised manner is proposed and
evaluated for the problem of audiovisual speech recognition. In
Section IV, the proposed algorithm is extended to the problem
of AV-ASR recognition and evaluated. The paper concludes
with Section V.
II. OPTIMAL STREAM-WEIGHT COMPUTATION
In [19], the two-class , statistical classification
problem with feature pdfs and class priors
is presented. Based on the assumption that the
estimation/modeling error for the feature pdfs is a random
variable , then the deviation of the decision boundary from
the optimal Bayes boundary is also a random variable that is
assumed zero-mean Gaussian with variance .
The classification decision is then a function of the random
variable and the total classification error is computed as
(1)
where .
For multistream classification, we assume that the feature
vector is broken up into two independent streams of
dimension and , respectively, and that the feature “proba-
bilities” are given by
(2)
where are the exponential stream weights, and
. Note that the total error (1) also holds for a two-stream clas-
sifier provided that is substituted by
(3)
According to [19], since the total error functional in (1)
cannot be minimized directly, an approximation is to compute
weights that minimize the variance of the decision boundary
deviation . By minimizing , the estimation/modeling error
is minimized; however, there are no guarantees that the total
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error is also minimized. The deviation is shown to be a function
of the stream weights as follows:
(4)
where is the variance of the decision boundary devi-
ation for each stream. The stream deviation variances can be
expressed as a function of the estimation error variance as fol-
lows:
(5)
where is a variance of the estimation/modeling error for the
posterior distribution of the th class and th stream. As noted in
[19], from the equations above it follows that “stream weights
may reduce estimation error only when either the pdf estima-
tion errors of the single-stream (stand-alone) classifiers are dif-
ferent, i.e., one feature stream is more reliable than the rest,
and/or the Bayes error of the single-stream classifiers are dif-
ferent, i.e., one stream contains more information pertinent to
the classification problem than the rest”.
It is also shown that if two streams have the same informa-
tiveness (equal Bayes classification errors), the stream weights
are inversely proportional to the sum of the variances of the pdf
estimation error for each of the classes of that given stream ,
i.e., proportional to a measure of the stream reliability as it is
represented as follows:
(6)
Similarly, if two streams are equally reliable (equal estimation
error variances), the stream weights should be approximately
inversely proportional to the classification error of the single
stream classifiers, i.e., proportional to a measure of the stream
informativeness. Specifically
for (7)
where and are the observation probabilities
for the first and second streams close to the decision boundary.
Combining these two results, we conclude that: 1) stream
weights should be proportional to the feature stream reliability
and informativeness, 2) the inverse of the variance of the pos-
terior probability estimate is a good measure of reliability, and
3) the inverse classification error is a good measure of informa-
tiveness.
A. First-Order Correction
The analysis of [19] is approximate in the sense that the se-
lected weights do not minimize the total classification error but
rather the decision boundary deviation variance . The use of
nonequal stream weights however moves the decision boundary
away from the Bayes decision boundary, i.e., the value that mini-
mizes Bayes error. As a result, by selecting stream weights using
the formulas proposed above, the estimation/modeling error will
be minimized, but at the same the Bayes error will increase dis-
proportionately. Thus, a first-order correction is needed so that
the total error (sum of Bayes and estimation/modeling error) is
minimized; this correction will bring the stream weights closer
to the value.
The increase in Bayes error is approximately proportional to
the change in the decision boundary, namely
(8)
One could attempt the joint minimization of and the quan-
tity above, although the relative weighting of the two criteria is
nontrivial to compute. Instead we observe that for Gaussian dis-
tributions the quantity above is approximately proportional to
the deviation from equal weights, i.e., (or equivalently
), if we use the logarithmic discriminative function.
Thus, for small deviations from equal weighting, a first-order
correction factor could be applied that is a function of the devi-
ation, as follows:
(9)
where is the original stream weight estimate and is the
corrected one. The positive factor can be empirically estimated
from experiments. Note, however, that for large deviations from
equal weighting, higher order corrections might be needed.
B. Numerical Simulations
In this section, we experimentally verify the accuracy of the
estimation process outlined above. For this purpose, we design
a two-class two-stream classification experiment, where the fea-
tures follow a Gaussian distribution. It is also assumed that there
is a known estimation error1 for the mean or the variance of these
Gaussian distributions. Since both the actual and estimated pa-
rameters of the distribution are known, the Bayes and total er-
rors can be computed directly, either for equally weighted fea-
ture streams or, in general, for arbitrary stream weights .
Our goal is to compare the optimal stream weights, i.e., the
stream weights that minimize the total classification error, with
the stream weights computed using (6) and (7).
The two classes classification problem with two
streams can be visualized in Fig. 1. For a given stream
, each class is modeled with a 1-D Gaussian distribution.
The Bayes error in stream is shown as the shaded region
(overlapping area under the two Gaussian distributions). The
joint distributions, assuming independence between and
and equal weights , are also shown for classes and
.
For example, consider the two-stream two-class classifica-
tion problem with the true distributions shown in Table I. The a
priori class probabilities are assumed equal. Note that the means
and variances of the distributions have been selected so that the
1Alternatively, the estimation error could be negligible, and the difference in
the actual and estimated parameters could be due to a mismatch between the
training and testing conditions, i.e., a modeling error. In general, the errors will
be due to both poor estimation and inaccurate modeling.
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Fig. 1. Representation, in two dimensions, of the two classes       clas-
sification problem. Each axis represents one stream     .
TABLE I
PARAMETERS FOR THE TWO-STREAM     
TWO-CLASS       GAUSSIAN DISTRIBUTIONS
single stream Bayes error is equal for and . This is equiv-
alent to saying that , where the Bayes
error for each stream is defined as
(10)
where and are the decision regions for and , re-
spectively.
Next, we demonstrate that in the presence of estimation (or
modeling) errors, one can significantly reduce the total classi-
fication error by using stream weights. In the example shown
here, it is assumed that errors exist only in the estimation of the
means of the first stream . The total error is computed using
(10) and shown in Fig. 2 as a function of the stream weight
( corresponds to equal stream weights). Three total
error curves are shown for estimation error 0, 1, and 3, respec-
tively. As expected, equal weights achieve minimum error if
there is no estimation error. However, in the presence of esti-
mation errors, the (more) “corrupted” feature stream should be
weighted less in the final decision in order to maximize perfor-
mance. As shown, the higher the estimation error, the smaller
the corresponding stream weight should be.
In the next experiment, we attempt to verify the results of
(6). We assume that for each pdf shown at Table I,
the pdf estimation error is a random variable that follows
a Gaussian zero-mean distribution according
to the assumptions that lead to (6). The optimal weights are
computed empirically by generating 100 000 samples for each
of the pdfs, computing the observation probability for each of
the samples and adding random estimation errors to the com-
puted probability that follow a zero-mean Gaussian distribution
Fig. 2. Total error as a function of the “corrupted” stream weight  . Error
curves are provided for absolute estimation errors 0, 1, and 3.
TABLE II
OPTIMAL AND ESTIMATED WEIGHTS FOR  AS A FUNCTION
OF (ACTUAL) PROBABILITY ERROR VARIANCE
with variance . The optimal weights are then computed in
order to maximize classification performance and compared
with the estimated weights from (6). The results are shown
at Table II for various probability error variances in the first
and second streams. The last column of Table II shows the
estimated weights following the application of the first-order
correction shown in (9). The value of was chosen
to minimize the mean square error between the estimated and
optimal weights. Overall, there is good agreement between the
optimal and estimated weights, especially after the first-order
correction is applied.
In practice, however, estimation errors typically appear in the
mean and, especially, the variances of the pdfs. Next, we exper-
iment with various amounts of estimation errors in the variance
of the Gaussian distributions of Table I. We use a stream weight
estimate that is inversely proportional to the single stream clas-
sifier total error. Results are presented in Table III. In the first
row of this table, the variances for all four pdfs are increased by
the same amount ( 0.5), resulting in approximately the same
pdf error variance and classification errors in both streams. In-
deed for this case, both the optimal and estimated weights are
equal to 0.5. Then the variance is increased further to create
an imbalance in the estimation errors between the two streams.
As expected, the weight for the less “corrupt” stream should
then be higher to maximize performance. Note that there is good
agreement between the optimal and estimated values for small
estimation errors and stream weight ratios close to 1. For large
estimation errors, the approximation in (7) does not hold and
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TABLE III
OPTIMAL AND ESTIMATED WEIGHTS FOR   AS A FUNCTION
OF THE PDF VARIANCE ESTIMATION ERROR
Fig. 3. Clustering and distance computation representation for the two class
problem.
the difference between the actual and estimated weights is sig-
nificant. In general, for cases where the informativeness and/or
reliability of the two streams is very different further research
is necessary to determine formulas for estimating the optimal
stream weights.
III. UNSUPERVISED STREAM WEIGHT ESTIMATION
FOR CLASSIFICATION TASKS
In real-world applications, we have no access to the true dis-
tribution but only to the estimated one. Hence, in this case the
estimation/modeling error cannot be computed analytically. For
example, in audiovisual speech recognition it is common that
the recording conditions are both time-varying and different
from the conditions under which the models were trained. In
this case, the stream weights for the audio and video streams
have to be adapted to their optimal values without knowledge
of the transcription or “class labels.” Our goal here is to de-
vise a robust unsupervised estimation algorithm of the optimal
stream weights using small amounts of unlabeled data and based
on the theoretical results summarized in Section II. In this prac-
tical context, the theoretical results are not directly applicable
because of two reasons: theoretical results are available only for
the two-class classification problem, and for each observation
the knowledge of class membership is required.
A. Two-Class Problem
It is well known that for the two-class classification problem,
when follow Gaussian distributions , the
Bayes error is a function of . In general,
the quantity can be estimated in an unsupervised way, by
performing -means classification and then using the inter- and
intra-class distances to estimate the quantities in the nominator
and denominator, respectively [20]. Indeed, the inter-class
distance is the average distance between the means of each
class and the intra-class distance an estimate of the average
class variance.
To gain better insight into the use of the inter- and intra-class
ratio, we display in Fig. 1 a two-stream two-class classification
problem: axis and correspond to the features in the two
streams; the (Gaussian) distributions for classes and are
shown for each stream and jointly. The relationship between
the Bayes error (shaded area) and the inter- and intra-class dis-
tances is approximately inversely and directly proportional, re-
spectively.
Overall, the stream weights are computed using the inter-
class distance between classes 1 and 2, normal-
ized by the intra-class distance for the class in each
stream. Specifically
(11)
where is a nonlinear function that relates with the Bayes
error ( function) and is a constant accounting for the
difference in estimation error in the two streams.2
1) Evaluation on Synthetic Data: In this experiment, we used
the parameters shown in Table I for the 1-D Gaussian distribu-
tions of the two classes . A number of sam-
ples was generated using those parameters and the total classi-
fication error was computed for different weights. The samples
were used to estimate the distributions for the two classes by a
clustering process. The -means algorithm with was em-
ployed to cluster the samples. The estimated clusters were used
to compute the distances as shown in (11). Results are shown
in Fig. 3 for two examples. The solid (black) lines represent the
estimated distributions, while the thin (blue and red) lines rep-
resent the real distributions. A solid (green) line connects the
-mean estimated centroids.
In the figure on the left, the optimal stream weight that min-
imized the total error was equal to 0.5, while the estimated
weight using the proposed approach was (using
and the identity function). In the figure on the right, one of
the class means was moved from to to in-
troduce additional modeling error. The optimal weight was in
this case and the estimated one was 0.65. Overall, for
artificial data and for the two-class two-stream problem, the pro-
posed approach gives satisfactory results.
B. Multiclass Problem Using Anti-Models
Another issue that has to be addressed is the generalization of
the stream weight estimation process to multiple classes. Cur-
rently, theoretical results are available only for the two-class
classification problem, while in general the multiclass classifi-
cation problem is of interest.
To resolve the multiclass problem, we introduce the con-
cept of anti-models.3 Specifically, during training and for
each class, we separate the training data into two groups:
one containing the training examples of the class of interest
and the other containing the rest of the training examples.
2The quantity  and the stream error are related through the   function
only for the ideal case of Gaussian distributions. In general, this relationship
might be nonlinear and can be approximated by a polynomial or sigmoid func-
tion estimated on held-out data (see also next section).
3Anti-digit models have been employed in utterance verification [21].
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Models and “anti-models” are thus built from the two training
sets; anti-models can be thought of as class-specific “back-
ground/garbage” models. By creating models and anti-models,
the multiclass classification problem is reposed as multiple
two-class classification problems.
C. Application to Audiovisual Speech Classification
To investigate the potential of our approach, a set of exper-
iments using real data was performed. An audiovisual speech
classification task was evaluated with the two feature streams
containing audio and visual information, respectively.
For the purposes of this experiment the CUAVE audiovisual
speech database was employed [22]. The subset of the CUAVE
database used in these experiments consists of videos of 36
persons each uttering 50 connected digits utterances. The
training set is made up of 30 speakers (1500 utterances) and
the test set contains six speakers (300 utterances). The audio
signal was corrupted by additive babble noise at various SNR
levels; the video signal was clean in all experiments. The audio
features used were the “standard” MFCC computed for frames
with duration 20 ms, extracted every 10 ms. The acoustic
vectors with dimension , consist of 12-dimensional
MFCCs, energy, and their first- and second-order derivatives.
The visual features were extracted from the mouth region of
each video frame by gray-scaling, down-sampling, and finally
performing a 2-D discrete cosine transform (DCT). The first
13 most “energetic” DCT coefficients within the odd columns
were kept [23], resulting in a video feature vector of dimension
including the first- and second-order derivatives.
Hidden Markov models (HMMs) were used for both acoustic
and video model training. Context-independent whole-digit
models with eight states per digit and a single Gaussian density
distribution per state were used. Each one of the Gaussians
is treated separately during the weight computation process.
The HTK HMM toolkit was used for training each stream,
audio and video, and also for testing (using HTK’s built-in
multistream capabilities).
An important part of the training process is the generation
of “anti-models” [21]. The class and anti-class models are both
built during the training phase using only “clean” data. The
class model for each stream is created following the traditional
training process. The anti-class models are trained using all the
data that does not belong to the corresponding class. For ex-
ample, the model for the digit one is created using all training
data labeled as one, while the anti digit model one is trained
using all the data not labeled as one. At the end of this process,
20 models are obtained for each stream, ten models for the digits
(0–9) and ten anti-digits all with the same number of parame-
ters.
During the test phase, these class and anti-class models are
used to initialize the -means classification algorithm. Specif-
ically, the means of the Gaussian distribution in the class and
anti-class model are used as the initial -mean centroids.4 Given
that a priori it is not known to which class each utterance be-
longs, the features in each utterance are split into two classes
4It is important to remark that these anti-class models are only used to ini-
tialize the clustering process and that the models are trained using data recorded
in “clean”conditions (different than the test conditions).
in ten different ways, one for each digit and anti-
digit model. 5 The stream weights are estimated using (11). The
inter- and intra-class distance is computed for each
of the ten splits and the resulting inter- to intra-class ratio is
averaged over the ten splits. Note that the stream weights are
estimated for each utterance.
Specifically, the steps of the stream weight estimation algo-
rithm are as follows.6 During training:
1) HMM models and anti-models are trained for each digit.
2) For each model and anti-model, the average MFCC vector
is computed across all states (to be used for -means ini-
tialization in testing).
During testing:
1) For each analysis frame of a test digit, the MFCC feature
vectors are computed.
2) The -means algorithm is run on the extracted
MFCC feature vectors using ten different initializations,
one for each model and anti-model pair.
3) The inter- and intra-class distances are computed for the
two classes resulting from the -means algorithm. The
process is repeated for each of the ten different -means
initializations.
• The inter-class distance is computed as the Euclidean
distance between the class centroids.
• The intra-class distance is computed as the average Eu-
clidean pair-wise distance between all class members.
4) The ratio between the inter-class and sum of intra-class
distances is computed for each stream and averaged over
all ten -means initializations.
5) The stream weights are computed using (11).
6) The computed weights are averaged over all digits in an
utterance to come up with the per-utterance stream weight
estimate.
In Fig. 4, the digit classification results are shown for var-
ious stream weight estimation algorithms. The thick solid curve
(green) represents the results obtained searching by hand for
the optimal values of the weights. The solid curve (black) uses
equal weights in both streams (0.5). These two curves serve as
reference and are used to evaluate our approach. The first (and
crudest) stream weight estimate is shown with the dashed curve
(red) and corresponds to (11) with and being the iden-
tity function. To take into account the estimation error a constant
can be estimated on held-out data and used to improve the re-
sults; this is represented with the dashed-dotted curve (blue).
As seen in (11), the optimal weights are a nonlinear function
of the distances. The nonlinear transformation used here
is , where is a parameter estimated on held-out
data. For this set of experiments, and .
The dotted curve (magenta) shows the results obtained using
this nonlinear transformation of the weights. This last curve pro-
vides a good match between the value and the Bayes error and
results in performance comparable to the hand-picked optimal
5Note that phone and (especially) word-models consist of multiple states with
different acoustic characteristics. If each state is considered a separate class,
one could end-up building HMM state and anti-state models. Although such an
approach has its merits, in this work, we treat all states of an HMM model as a
single class and build word and anti-word models. The approach is simpler and
the (state-level) segmentation problem is avoided.
6For simplicity, the processing steps for the audio stream are outlined next.
Note that the same steps have to be followed also for the visual stream.
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Fig. 4. Digit accuracy (optimal supervised, baseline, and obtained with the pro-
posed method) as a function of SNR for the audiovisual digit classification task.
Fig. 5. Stream weight estimation process.
stream weight values, with the exception of the 15-dB SNR
data point.
IV. UNSUPERVISED STREAM WEIGHT COMPUTATION
FOR RECOGNITION TASKS
In this section, we investigate the problem of unsupervised
stream weight estimation for audiovisual speech recognition.
Although recognition is in principle a more difficult problem
than classification, our extension makes it actually easier to im-
plement stream weight computation and without the need of
anti-models.7
We do so based on the observation that larger separation be-
tween class distributions in a given stream implies better dis-
criminative power. Concretely, the inter-class distance is com-
puted among all the classes by summing up all pair-wise inter-
class distances; the total inter-class distance measures the av-
erage separation between classes.8 The intra-class distances are
computed as before to obtain an estimate of the class variance.
The inter- and intra-class distances are combined to yield an es-
timate of the misclassification error for each stream.
7In order to use anti-models previously, we assumed that the digit segmenta-
tion boundaries are known. One could compute approximately the digit segmen-
tation boundaries in a first recognition pass and employ the algorithm proposed
in Section III also for recognition problems. Such a two-pass approach is be-
yond the scope of this paper; herein, we investigate unsupervised stream weight
estimation for single pass recognition.
8Note that, as before, each HMM model is considered a single class (alterna-
tively each HMM state can be considered a separate class).
As delineated in the previous section the initial centroids are
obtained directly from the (HMM) models learned in training.
This time the -means algorithm is performed over all the
classes only one time ( this time is the number of HMM
models). The total inter-class distance is computed by
summing the inter-class distance over all the possible combina-
tions of two classes, as follows:
(12)
where is the inter-class distance between class
and of stream , and is the total number of classes.
Finally, the stream weights are computed using the total inter-
class distance normalized by the sum of the intra-class
distances in the corresponding stream , as follows:
(13)
where is a constant and is a nonlinear function.
The stream weight estimation algorithm, also shown in Fig. 5,
is summarized next. During training:
1) For each HMM model, the average MFCC vector is com-
puted across all model states (to be used for -means ini-
tialization in testing). The process is repeated also for the
visual stream.
During testing:
1) For each utterance, the MFCC feature vectors are com-
puted.
2) The -means algorithm is run on the extracted MFCC fea-
ture vectors ( equals number of HMM models, i.e.,
for digit recognition).
3) The inter- and intra-class distances are computed for the
classes resulting from the -means algorithm (see (12)).
4) Steps 1–3 are repeated for the visual stream and then the
stream weights are computed using (13).
A. Application to Audiovisual Speech Recognition
A set of experiments using real data was performed to
evaluate the proposed stream weight estimation algorithm.
As before, a two stream audiovisual recognition task was
investigated using the CUAVE audiovisual speech database
[22]. The audio signal was corrupted by additive babble noise
at various SNR levels; the video signal was clean in all the
experiments. The results are given as a function of the audio
SNR ( all given in dB).
The front-end, HMM topology and train/test data split were
identical to those used in the classification experiment. It is im-
portant to remark that clean data were used in this experiment
for both HMM training and -mean centroid initialization.
Only two iterations of the -means algorithm were performed
to compute the new centroids.
The digit accuracy as a function of audio stream SNR for
various stream weight estimation methods is presented in
Fig. 6. The thick solid curve (green) represents the results
obtained searching (by hand) in a supervised manner for the
optimal weight values. The solid curve (black) uses equal
weights in both streams . These two curves
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Fig. 6. Digit accuracy (optimal supervised, baseline and obtained with the pro-
posed method) as a function of SNR for the audiovisual digit recognition task.
serve as reference and are used to evaluate our approach.9 The
first (and crudest) stream weight estimate is shown with the
dashed curve (red) and corresponds to (13) with and
being the identity function. Even this crude estimate improves
the equal weighting scheme over most SNR values. To take
into account the estimation error, a constant was esti-
mated on held-out data. The corresponding word accuracy for
and being the identity function is shown with the
dashed-dotted curve (blue). Good performance is achieved over
10-dB SNR. However, below 10 dB, the performance is poor,
which shows that (as suggested by the theory and observed
in classification) a nonlinear mapping function is needed
for low SNRs. This is confirmed by the word accuracy results
shown with a dotted (magenta) curve, where the non linear
function is used. One can see that performance
improves further, especially for low SNRs. Finally, we tested
the first-order weight correction shown in (9) with
(not shown in the plot). A small improvement in performance
was obtained for low SNR values, but the improvement was not
significant. Overall, the results are satisfactory but not as good
as the ones obtained for classification tasks.
One probable explanation for the worse performance of the
stream weight estimation algorithm for recognition is the in-
creased number of classes used by the -means algorithm, i.e.,
by using models and anti-models for classification tasks,
while for digit recognition (or in general is equal
to the number of HMM models). Next, we show that indeed
the stream weight estimation algorithm is sensitive to the ini-
tial choice of -means centroids. The initial centroids are ob-
tained directly from the mean values of the pdfs learned during
training. These pdfs are estimated on clean data; thus, for low
SNR values there is significant mismatch between the computed
centroids and the actual data used by the -mean algorithm. To
9When making comparisons between Figs. 4 and 6, bear in mind that results
shown are from classification and recognition experiments, respectively. The
significantly lower performance for mid and low SNRs in Fig. 6 is due to the
many insertions that occur in the visual stream recognizer.
Fig. 7. Speech recognition accuracy as a function of SNR using  -means ini-
tialization from clean data training (unrefined weights) and “correct”  -mean
centroids (unrefined weights with modified centroids).
investigate the importance of the -means initialization, we per-
form an experiment where the “correct” centroids are used to
compute the inter- and intra-distances (and the stream weights).
Specifically, we assume that the boundaries of each digit and
the digit transcription are known for the test data; the centroid
for each class is then computed using the average MFCC vector
of each digit occurrence. The results are shown in Fig. 7. The
digit accuracy obtained using the “correct” centroids for stream
weight estimation (labeled “modified centroids”) is compared
with the performance of the proposed algorithm. Note that for
both cases the centroids are computed on the same test data, the
only difference is the initialization of the -means algorithm.
For all SNR values, the weights estimated using the “correct”
centroids outperform, in terms of digit accuracy, the weights
estimated using the proposed unsupervised stream weight es-
timation algorithm. We observe that the difference between the
two methods is small for high SNR values, while the difference
is significant for low SNRs. Based on these results, it is clear
that the initialization of the -means algorithm plays an impor-
tant role, i.e., poor initialization results in worse performance.
In addition, the performance gap increases for low SNR where
the mismatch between the “correct” and initialized (from clean
data) centroids is higher. It is important to remark that the cen-
troids are just used to compute the stream weights and that the
model pdfs are not modified in this experiment.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented theoretical and experimental
results for the problem of optimal stream weight computation
for multistream classification and recognition. It was shown that
stream weights should be proportional to the feature stream
reliability and informativeness to optimize classification per-
formance. Metrics of reliability and informativeness were de-
rived theoretically and tested experimentally. Then, a fully un-
supervised method for computing stream weights was proposed
making use of an “anti-model” technique. The proposed method
employs only the information contained in the trained models
and requires a single utterance to compute the stream weights.
The proposed method achieved comparable performance with
supervised minimum error estimation of the weights. Finally,
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the problem of stream weight estimation for recognition was ad-
dressed with good stream weight estimation results; although,
the performance is worse than for the classification problem
where anti-models were employed.
The results are encouraging but more research work is needed
on both the theoretical and algorithmic front. Ongoing work in-
cludes the extension of the theoretical results to multi-class clas-
sification and recognition problem, improved criteria for per-
forming clustering, the use of acoustic model adaptation to im-
prove -mean centroids initialization, as well as, the extension
of the algorithm for the computation of time-varying stream
weights.
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